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! .0 INT RCDU CT ION
This study considers the prob!ems of designing multicouplers that
are free from the problems of corona, multipaction, and instability.
The feasibility, advantages, and disadvantages of design techniques which
have been used in the past are included in this study.
The problems of corona discharge exist from sea level dovm to a
pressure of about 10 .5 Torr. Multipaction discharge, on the other hand,
can only occur below a pressure of 10 .2 Torr, where the gap w_dth is much
less than the m_:an free path of an electron. For rf multicouplers
operating at frequencies greater than 200 MHz, the criterion for corona
breakdown is determined by the diffusion processes of electrons in the gap
created by ionization of gas molecules. For multlpacting, electrons
emitted by secondary emission at the electrodes take part in an electron
resonance phenomena, where both the magnitude of the field and the phase
of the electron motion with respect to the electric field are important.
In this study both mechanical and electrical approaches are investigated
in order to eliminate the breakdown problems discussed. It is one objective
of this study not to repeat the material presented on gaseous breakdown by
Rainwater [8], or that on multipactlng breakdown by Kozakoff [9], but
rather to compliment and tie together those previous studies, showing how
the results are applicable _o practical multicoupler design problems.
Table I-I summarizes various breakdown suppression techniques studied.
While it is seen that pressurization or limiting transmitter power will
insure neither corona nor multipaetor breakdowns, these are not really
solutions to the problem. The only two areas that ¢._howreal promise of
solving both corona and multipactor breakdown are in the areas of dielectric
loading of the cavities or higher order mode operation. These are discussed
in detail in the appropriate sections of this report.
Table I-i Summaryof BreakdownSuppression Techniques
Technique
Mechanical Approaches
A. Pressurization of Cavity
B. Thick or thin film coatings
C. Dielectric loading of cavity
D. Control of fd product
E. Control of center conductor
radius
Electrical Approaches
A. Limit transmitter power
Corona
P
X
B. Minimize Q of cavity
C. Minimize Z of cavity
0
D. Application of dc bias
E. Higher order mode operation
(Non TEM modes)
P
P
Multipactor
X
X
X
X
X - Breakdown suppression possible
P - Very limited breakdown suppression possible
2.0 CORONA BR.F,AKDOWN
2.1 Ceneral
The temn corona refers to a low current gas discharge. In its
strictest usage, corona applies to a partial breakdown caused by high fields
at one electrode, but no current necessa_'ly bridges the gap between the
electrodes. In this case the principal result is a reactive effect on the
electrical circuit.
A brief physical description of this phenomena is as follows: if there
is a strong electric field, free electrons in the gas near the positive
electrode n_ove toward it. The electrons gain energy rapidly from the intense
electric field and they produce many free ions in a small vol.mne near the
anode. When the ions ge_ sufficiently numerous, a positive streamer moves
outward from the electrode. Such streamers give a characteristic brush-
like appearance, bright blue in color. If the fields gee higher, the
streamers propagate further toward the cathode. When they reach the cathode
with enough intensity a spark results, followed by a glow, arc, or extinction,
depending on the discharge conditions.
The approach taken in the literature to determine corona breakdown
thresholds at microwave frequencies is based on the solution of Boltzman's
differential equation for the diffusion of electrons in an ionized gas.
At high frequency practically none of the electrons generated by corona
are collected at the anode; electrons are los_ mainly by diffusion to the
container walls and electrodes, and by recombination with positive _ons.
The criterion for breakdown is determined by the balance of the rate of
electron generation with the rate of loss by diffusion processes. When
the gain of electrons from ionization exceeds the electron losses, breakdown occurs.
A corona discharge can chemically degrade surfaces and raise electrical
losses. More often, electrical performance degradation may occur as a
result of impedance changes due to the ionized plasma, detuning tuned
cavities, heating of surfaces, and possible transitloD from a corona to
a gas discharge type breakdown.
2.2 Design Techniques to ReduceCorona Susceptibility
In the following subsections, electrical and mechanical design approaches
are investigated which result in elimination of corona and gas discharge type
breakdowns.
2.2.1 Electrical
Suppression of corona or gas breakdownin microwave cavities depends
on a good understanding of the electrical phenomenagoverning breakdown.
The analytical approach taken in the literature addresses the problem from
the standpoint of diffusion processes of the free electrons liberated by
ionization as the result of aigh electric accelerating fields.
The rate at which the electron concentration is changing is given in
terms of the ionization and attachment rates, v i and Va, respectively, via
D (2-1)dn (v v - _n
d-_ = i - a ?
where D is the diffusion coefficient and A the characteristic diffusion
length. This shows that the rate of changeof electron concentration
dependson the difference between the rate at which electrons are being
produced by ionization of gas atoms by the accelerating electric field
minus the rate at which electrons are being lost due to the attachment of
electrons to neutral molecules and diffusion of electrons igto the walls of
the cavity. The process of recombination is another phenomenonwhereby
free electrons are removedfrom a discharge, but it has been found that at
microwave frequencies recombination is negligible.
Integrating equation (2-i) gives an expression for the total electron
concentration
2
(v i - va - D/A )t
n = no e
(2-2)
When the gain in electron den6ity due to ionization of the gas becomes equal
to or exceeds the loss of electrons, a gas discharge occurs. At breakdown
4
v i v a D/A 2 = O (2-3)
Or
,? = Va _ vi = D/A 2 (2-4)
from which we define the breakdown ct,ndition as
V_. = Dk/A 2 . (2-5)
At this point, it is necessary to resort to experimental data to arrive
at a num_rical solution. In figure 2-1 is plotted experimental data [8:
by which vX may be evalaated, knowing El and pX. An expression for diffusion
coefficient was derived by MacDonald [6]
1P (pk) 2 + (35.6) 2
l',his can be expressed AS
Ek (2-6)
:'{29 + 0.9 (2-7)
The equilibrium equation (2-5) is equivalent to
2 (2-8)
vk __ I04 [A] S .
The function S is plotted as a function of pk where E_ is taken as a parameter,
in f_ure 2-2. It is obvious that a graphical solution to breakdown may
be obtalned by superimposing figures 2-i and 2-2, noting equation [2-7).
However, since the objective is to design multicouplers and other
microwave devices which will not breakdown at critical pressure, the need
ezists only to examine the worst critical breakd_#n case for which equation (2-B)
is an identity. The pA st which the E field At breakdown is at Its lowest
fcr a given gap width is approximately ph = 15. From figures 2-1 and 2-2
101_
!
10 10.0
pX (cm.Torr_
Figure 2-I. vX plotted as a function o£ pk for air,
where EX is taken as a parameter _8].
S I0_
I0
I I0 I(30 I000
pX (cm-Tmr)
Figure 2-2. The parameter S plotted as a function of
p_k, where Ek is taken as a parameter 16].
a plot of E versus X/A can be obtained for p_ = 15, A straight line
approximation is given by the following equation (E is RMS)
E_ = 2145.14 + 20 )t/A (2-9)
For coaxial cavities, from Rainwaters [8] results,
A _
b-a (2-I0)
R •
The diffusion coefficient R is a function of the b/a ratio, but varies
over a very limited range over all possible values of (b/a). A good
e_+imate is about 3.1, hence
E_ = 2145.14 + 62.0""
b-a (2-11)
In appendix A an expression for E was derived,
V _In kz
E=
r In (b/a)
(2-_2)
which has a maximum value of
E
max
V
a In(b/a)
(2-13)
From equations (2-11) and (2-13) the maximtua peak cavity voltage is
3033.08 a In(b/a) In (b/a) dS.
V = X + (b/a - I ) (2-i_)
Evaluating this for thP case of blghest Q, b/a = 3.65, _nd at VHF (250 HHz)
the following relation is fou_Id which is plotted in figure 2-3
V = 33.23 a + 41.86 (2-15)
Using the relation deri_d in appendix A, this can also be expressed in terms
of power as shown in figure 2-4. S-band coqnpdtatlons of breakdown voltage and
power as a function of center conductor radius as shown in figures 2-5 and 2-6,
respec tlvely.
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I2.2.2 Mechanical
Since points of sharp edges produce high electric fields in the
vicinity, they should be avoided at the mechanical design phase. L'o
illustrate, consider a rounded electrode with a l cm radius of curvature
with applied potentials such that the electrical field near the electrode
is 200 volts/ca. If the positioi_ is kept fixed and the radius of a curvature
is reduced to I am, the electric field bc¢omes 20 000 volts/ca without any
change in applied voltage.
The electrical analysis presented prior and in appendices A and B
suggests use of low Q and mechanically large structures to lower electric"
field strengths for a required _ower handling capability. As such, this
implies small (b/a) ratios, and large a.
2.3 Conclusions
Good engineering practice suggests that smooth surfaces and elimination
of all sharp edges and points is a first design step toward elimination of
corona breakdown problems.
For unvented multicouplers which are required to function at critical
pressure, there are several options to maximize power handling capability.
First, all radii should be maximized in accordance with figures 2-4 and
2-6. Secondly, since lower Q cavities have Nigher breakdown power levels
than high Q cavities, low Q sections may be cmscaded to obtain a desired
higher Q while maintaining the high breakdown power level of the single
iow Q section. The total Q of N cascaded filter sections is related to
the Q of a single section via the formula
Qt = Q (2-16)
lIN2 - l
where Q is the loaded Q of a single section. The function Qt/Q is plotted
as a function of N _n figure 2-7. The practical limit to the number of
sections which can be cascaded is determined on the basis of the insertion
loss of each individual section and the total insertion loss which can be
tolerated in the system.
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3.0 MULTIPACTOR BREAKDOWN
3.1 General
[n a muitipactor breakdown, secondary electrons produced at on¢_ surface
are accelerated across to another in a half cycle of the apl_lied rf field.
Upon striking the electrode new secondary electrons are created which are
accelerated back across the gap during the next half cycle. Multipacting
breakdown is a function of the voltage rather than a function of the field
strength, as is the case in gas breakdown. In addition, mult[pacting
breakdown is governed by the phase of the electron motion with rcsp,_ct to
the field and by the nature of the wall materials since the electron
production depends on secondary emission.
The pressure at which a m_Itipacting discharge can occur is noL
important as long as the electron mean free path is large compared to the
dimensions of the rf system; generally this will occur below !0 "2 Tort.
Although a multipacting discharge is a fairly high impedance type
discharge, the electrical effects on high Q microwave cavities can result
in significant change in VSWR as well as detuning. Furthermore, localized
heating can produce outgassing and resultant transition to the more serious
gas discharge which is a low impedance type discharge.
3.2 Design Techniques to Reduce Multipactor Susceptibility
3.2.1 Mechanical
Certain mechanical parameters enter into the multipactor resonance
such as the geometry of the multicoupler or microwave cavity. Also, the
conditions for secondary emission from the surfaces are governed by the
material, surface conditions, and voltage. In the following subsections
design approaches are invesclgated which suppress multipactor breakdo_l on
the basis of control of important physical parameters of the design.
15
•i.I Control of "fd" Product
Multipactor resonance occurs when the electron transit time is
,n_1_t wiLh the _pplied rf field, or one of its haranonics. A theoretical
_ _f _,reakdown voltage versus fd for the parallel plate case is shown
figure 3-I, where the three lowest order multipacting mode regions are
i_._ted. Woo LII] has shown the minimum breakdown voltage for the coaxial
_ to be higher in general than for the parallel plate case, and specifically,
._ t_sults essentially identical when the inner to outer conductor spaci_._
w_ry small.
Woofs results are valuable since _hey permit the use of the parallel
a_, data of figure 3-1 to obtain a lower limit on multipacting voltage
,',_a×ial cavities. If spacing d is interpreted to be the difference between
:,,v and inner radii, (b-a), then a defined lower bound on multipactor
_ceptibility voltage for coaxial cavities can be plotted as is also shown
figure 3-1.
i'h_ equation for this voltage in terms of the frequency-gap spacing
,,!_1_,tis given by
f (b-a) = 0.894 V I'176 (3-i)
l,,,Fe f is Zn MHz and b and a are in centimeters. At rf operating voltages
_<,w _.his voltage, multipacting cannot occur.
In appendix A an expression relating peak cavity voltage to cavity
<,_etry and electrical parameters is derived. That is,
i
V = .]2QnP In (b/a)
rr 2
(3-2)
•h.re P is the operating power level, (b/a) the outer to inner radius ra_io,
,ud _ the [oaded Q of the cavity. A computer program was written (appendix C)
i¢_,'orporatin_ equations (3-I) and (3-2) to relate multicoupler breakdown
p,_w(_r Ieve[ to minimum f.(b-a) product. That is, for an f.(b-a) ratio equal
r:, ,_r greater than the computed values, multipacting cannot occur. This
16
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Figure 3-I. A defined minimum breakdown volta8 e versus fd product, below which
multlpacting cannot occu_ (d is gap Sl_clng )"
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Ida_a is _/otted in figures 3-2 through 3-4 for (b/a) ratios of 1.65,
2.72, and 3.5, respectively. The reason why these (b/a) ratios were selected
for computation is illustrated in figure 3-5, where it is shown that a (b/a)
ratio of 1.65 results in a coaxial cavity with highest power handling
capability, a (b/a) ratio of 2.72 results in highest internal voltage
(actually a worst case), and finally, a (b/a) ratio of 3.5 will result in
a cavity of lowest internal losses, and hence, highest Q.
3.2.1.2 Control of Secondary Emission
One method of suppressing multipacting is to employ surfaces which
have secondary emission coefficients less than unity. Also, the secondary
emission ratio of metal surfaces may be spoiled by use of dieiectrg,.
coatings or by choice of plating metals with low secondary emission ratios.
The maximum secondary emission coefficierts and the energy of the incident
electrons in electron volts at which the maximcun coefficient of secondary
emission appears are shown in table 3-I for a number of elements. In this
I II
t_ble, Vp and Vp are respectively, the lower and higher voltage for which
the coefficient of secondary emission is equal to one.
What is interesting from this table is that although many metals
have maximum coefficients of secondary emission much greater than unity,
operating at voltages less than V I multipactlng cannot be supported on
P
I 220 volts.
the basis of secondary emission. For instance, for copper, Vp =
Thus, below this voltage multipacting cannot occur because the secondary
emission coefficient is less than unity.
Seemingly this would offer one solution to the multipacting problem.
However, maintaining a pure metal surface finish is difficult since the
rapid formation of the metal oxides and other surface contaminations
rapidly occurs, which increases the coefficient of secondary emission. Table
3-2 illustrates coefficients of secondary electron emission for s_e
compounds. As is typical of compounds, it is found that, in general, metallic
oxides have much higher coefficients than the pure metal. Note comparative
values of aluminum oxide and aluminum in the two tables. This mean, that any
oxidation of a surface will tend to make multlpacting more likely, an
18
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Figure 3-5. Plot of important coaxial llne l_rameters as a function
of (b/a) ratio [2].
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Table 3-I. _aximum Zecondary Electron Emission
Yield 5 max, and Corresponding Vp
for Different Elements [4] (max),
Element
.... , | • l
5max V VL I
p (max) p
IIV
P
|
Ag 1.5 800 i00 -
A1 1. O 300 - -
Au 1.46 750 100 -
1.2 150 80 350
Ba 0.83 400 - -
Bi 1.15 550 200 1600
_e 0.53 200 - -
C 140 300 250 275
Cd i.i 400 30G 700
Co 1,2 700 300 -
Cs 0.72 400 - -
Cu 1.3 600 220 -
Fe ].3 350 ioo 14oo
Oe 1.2 400 150 1300
K 0.75 200 - -
Li 0.5 85 - -
_g o .95 300 - -
Mo 1.25 375 150 1350
Nb 1 .2 375 150 l!O0
Ni 1 .3 550 150 1700
Pb 1 .1 500 250 i000
Pd 1 3" 250* 125 -
Pt 1.8 800 175 -
Rb 0 @ 35O - -
si i.l 25o 90 7oo
Sn 1.35 500 180 -
Ti 0-9 280 - -
W 1.4 700 200 -
Zr i,i 350 180 -
* 6 = i-3 at V
P
,,,,, • | , , _ ,
= 250 V is not maximum value of 6.
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important consideration in practical devices that may be exposed to oxygen
before use in a vacuum. Also, organic deposits such as oil on a surface
tend to reduce the minimum threshold voltage sharply. For instance, recent
data indicates the breakdown voltage for a gold surface was reduced from
180 volts to approximately 23 volts when an oil film was deposited on the
surface.
If the surface cleanliness of the parts can be maintained, and
cavities pressurized with an inert gas to prevent contamination of pure
metal, minimum susceptibility to multipacting will be experienced. If
tile inert gas leaked out in a space vacuum, it would not be a problem
since its only purpose was to prevent atmospheric leakage into the cavity,
with resulting surface contamination, while at sea level.
Plating cavity walls with pure metals or compounds with coefficients
of secondary en_missions less than unity seems a credible approach; however,
these may have poor electrical conductivity at microwave frequencies. This
will not be a problem if the coating or plating thickness is much less than
a skin depth at the rf frequency.
The film thickness necessary for the suppression of multipacting is
dependent on the penetration depth of electrons involved in the discharge.
At microwave frequencies the penetration will be small since maximum energy
gained by an electron accelerated in an rf field is llmi[ed to that gained
in one-half cycle. Thus, a f11m of a few hundred angstroms should be thick
enough to suppress secondaries at the power levels of interest. To illustrate
the order of magnitude ol skin depth of common metals, a few are plotted in
figure 3-6.
A lamp black coating was used successfully by Nanevicz and Vance to
prevent multipacting. The use of carbon and lamp black was rejected because of
the difficulty of obtaining and maintaining the zhln films necessary to keep the
rf losses to an acceptable level, together with the possibility that such thin
films would be hard to control in an oxidizing aLmospnere.
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It was found that multipacL!ng can be eliminated by coating the,
window of a waveguide surface bv evaporating titanium in a vacuum or sputterin_
titanium monoxide in an argon or mercury atmosphere. ]_is process was fot.nd
satisfactory on waveguide windows. It is not known if the titanium mo._oxide
can be successfully used for gap width and voltage of the magnitude which
is present in a coaxial cavity. Presently, there is insufficient information
available to determine what compounds, and under what circumstances, they
will or will not support a multipacting discharge.
3.2.1.3 Potting or Foaming
In order to establish a multipactor discharge, the mean free path
of an electron must be long enough to permit the electron to be accelerated
between the two surfaces with a low probability of collision with ambient
atoms or molecules. Potting or foaming can reduce mean free path lengths
to negligible values, thus preventing multipacting.
Great care must be taken when applying potting or foaming compounds
to make sure that no voids are formed which are larger than the mean free path
of the electrons in the voids. Failure to eliminate these voids in the
compound may cause a corona discharge in the void. This discharge will lead
to both phy_i:_al and chemical deterioration, with ultimate electrical break-
down.
Since the dissipation factor or loss tangent of potting or foaming
compound is higher than air, the Q of the cavity is changed. The:efore,
when a cavity is foamed or potted, the complete circuit must be returned.
The use of foam potting in high-voltage equipment is not recommended. "l_e
reason for this is there is no way to predict how long the outgassing of a
foam will take. So when high voltages are applied, a corona discharge
occurs. In general, the hsrder the material the less likely a corona
discharge will occur. Potting compound, being a harder material, is therefore
more satisfactory. Polyurethane, silicone rubber, and epoxy resins are
frequently used as potting compounds.
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3.2.2 Electrical Design
3.2.2.1 Application of DC Bias
if a dc voltage, in addition to the rf voltage, is applied to the
multipactor discharge gap, the electron transit time will be shorter in one
direction and longer in the opposite direction. It has been demonstrated
thet in addition to the two-sided modes in which the electron crosses the
gap and strikes the opposite electrode, there exists a one-sided mode in which
the electron is carried away from the positive electrode by the rf field
when the rf and dc fields are opposing and driven back to the electrode from
which it was emitted during the next half cycle when the rf field aids the
dc field. By raising the bias enough to cause a significant difference in
transit times, it is possible to prevent either a stable single-or double-sided
multipacting discharge. By considering the phase stability of the discharge,
the amount of bias needed to eliminate multipacting is given in the following
equations:
for the n = 1 (½ cycle) multipactor mode
0.34 (u.d)2
Vdc - _ (e/m) ' (3-3)
for the n = 3 (3/2 cycle) multipactor mode
2
0.12 (_d) (3-4)
Vdc - _ (e/m) '
and for the n = 5 (5/2 cycle) multipacting mode
2
0.07 (_d) (3-5)
Vdc _ (e/m)
This information is shown in figure 3-] where A is the dc bias
voltage needed to suppresc multipacting for mode 1. B and C are the dc
bias voltages required to suppress multipacting in modes 3 and 5 respectively.
Note that the dc bias required to suppress the n = I mode will be adequate to
suppress all higher modes.
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For coaxial electrodes, the effect of the nonuniformity of the
electric field is to slow down electrons traveling in the inward radial
direction between the coaxial electrodes and to hasten the electrons traveling
in the outward radial direction. Applicatiou of a small positive dc
vei_age to the electrodes produces the reverse effect. With an increase in
dc voltage the effective b/a ratio is therefore reduced, and from the
results brought out in the preceding paragraphs, the rf breakdown voltage
would decrease. The effect of dc bias on a coaxial mulcipactor is illustrated
in figure 3-8.
In that figure an expected decrease in rf breakdown voltage is seen
going from A to B. If the dc voltage is further increased, a nonuniform
situation is created, whereby electrons traveling in the iveard radial
direction are hastened and electrons traveling in the outward radial direction
are slowed down. Between B and C, the rf breakdown _oltage will, therefore,
increase with an increase in dc voltage. At C the dc voltage is high enough
to prevent electrons from reaching the outer electrode, and one-sided multi-
patting against the inner electrode results. The fact that this multipacting
mode occurs was confirmed by replacing the outer electrode with a mesh
electrode. At D the multipacting mode returns to the two-sided mode.
Arguments similar to those above explain the increase and decrease
of rf breakdown voltage when a negative Oc voltage is added. Similar
results were obtained with other b/e cases. Because of this property of
the discharge , the use of dc bias to prevent multlp_tor discharges requires
careful consideration, since insufficient bias, or pmrtial failure of the
bias system, can result in a lower r£ breakdown voltage than would be
obtained in the absence of bias. Also,its effect c_ the circuit elements
should be c0msidered, Because the one-sid_i discharge is prm_mimmtly
reactive (in the uniform field case), the reactive loading associated with
the discharge can detune resonant rf circuits, thereby seriously degrading
the performance of the rf sFstem.
#a
I_00
300
2OO
lOa
o
DC VOLTAGE, volts
b/a -- 9.!3
f = 28 ',t_z
d - 6.28 cm
fd - 175._ [_z - cm
_0
¥1gure 3-8. 7:ultipacting in the presence of
a dc voltage for coaxial electrodes
with b/a -- 9.13 Ill].
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3.2.2.2 Control of Peak Voltage
An equation for the multlpacting breakdown voltage derived by
Hughes Aircraft Ll0J is given by
V = (2_)2 (fd)2 I l ]
(e/m) K-t
K-_ _ cos _ + 2 sin
(3-6)
where the parameters K and @are determined by experimental observaclon for
a discharge. Specifically,
K = ratio of electron velocity as it strikes electrode to normal
velocity component of secondary electrons.
It is seen from the resonance equation that breakdown voltage is closely a
function of the fd product. Figure 3.1 gives the minimum cf voltage versus
fd product below which multlpactlng cannot occur. From the previous section
on the control of fd product and Appendix A, the peak zf voltage in the
coaxial cavity can be found for a given power, b/a retio, and loaded cavity
Q. This information is given in figures 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11. For a given
fd product this voltage (V) is found by
.850 ( 3-7 )V = 1.1186 (fd)
3.3 Conclusions
Although thick and thin film coltinss, po:ting, foaming, and dc bias are
shown to be czedible sppro4ches to suppressing aultipactor reso._mce, control
of cavity geometry is found to be th_ best lppro_ch. The minimum fd produce
to prevent luttipactor for an expected peak cavity voltage is given by
equation (3-1). This voltage is evaluated in terms of cavity power and Q
in figures 3-9 through 3-tl.
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4.0 FACTORS WHICH AFFECT STABILITY OF MULTICOUPLERS
Various complex electrical and mechanical factors enter into the stability
of high Q multicoupler cavities. Spvcifically, there are two conditions
of special interest in investigating stability: under normal ambient operating
conditions and under bre,_kdosm conditions.
To facilitate arJ_vsls of cavity stability, the electrical equivalent
circuit of a T_4 mode coaxial cavity shown in figure 4-I is adopted. For this
model, the inductance _s taken as that obtained by looking into a short circuited
transmission line of characteristic impedance Z and length L less than a quarter
o
wavelength long, namely
XL = -JZ o tan kL (4-I)
where k = 2_I)_. At resonance, the tuning capacitor value is computed on the
basis of
JXc =-JXL = Zo tan kL
(4-2)
from which
C = 1 (4-3)
_Z o tan kL
For this model, the unloaded Q can be computed from the circuit relation
I (4-4)
Qo = _ CR
This waswhere R is found .on the basis of IaR losses in the cavity wails.
evaluated in Appendix A and given by the fomula
2b In (b/a)
S •
Qo 6 (I + b/a)
(4-5)
In the following subsections, the problem of cavity st_bility based on this
electrical model will be addressed.
4.1 Stability Under Ambient Conditions
The frequency stability of coaxial cavities under ambient conditions is
closely dependent on temperature chanses. From Appendix D, it is shown that
differential _heraal expansion of the center conductor is related to temperature
chanse and the coefficient of linear expansion of the center conductor metal, (x
36
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Figure 4-I £quivalent circuit o£ a resonant cavity
coupled Co a generator and load. (The
coupling mechanism te represented by
means of ideal trans£ormers.)
]via
4_L-- L _ AT . (4-6)
Th!s can be related to a change in resonant frequency of the cavity by assuming
L + AL = L (I + _AT)_ _k (4-7)
4
)___o(I + o#AT) =
4
(4-8)
from which
ko = f__ = I
-_ fo I + °_AT
(4-9)
f = fo (I + _ AT) -I ; (4-I0)
then
df -2
-- = -f (I ÷ aAT) a# (4-1t)
dT o
where
AT = (T-T) .
O
Optimum stability of the microwave cavity is obtained via the following two
steps :
A. Use materials to minimize the thermal expansion per equation (4-6):
• should be small.
Be Pick tunin 8 capacitors with an inverse temperature drift coefficient
as that given by equation (4-II) when evaluated under the maximum
expected AT condition.
4.2 Stability Under Breakdown Conditions
In Appendix D the frequency shifts expected as the result of breakdown
are investigated. For multipactor power levels which are typically in the
order of 20 me/tin 2 the frequency 8hlft due to breakdovn heating is less than
0.5 percent a ne811sible value.
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What is probably more deleterious is the impedance effect of a breakdown
on the electrical model of the cavity shown in figure 4-I. Since a corona or
gas discharge is a very low impedance arc, the effect on the electrical model
would be to series Rm with a very high value resistor, tbus greatly mismatching
the i_iput along with a high internal loss due to the arc. As such, this
must be interpreted as a total failure, and it is irrelevant to discuss
stability for this breakdown mode.
On the other hand, a multi_ctor breakdown is not necessarily a total
failure. If a cavity is viewed as a parallel LC resonant tank circuit, the
effect of a multipactor is to parallel this model with an RC combination. The
R will lower the loaded Q of the cavity and the C will detune the cavity.
Depending on initial Q and tuning capacitor value, the effect might be tolerated
without significant alteration to system operation.
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5.G RECOMMENDATIONF RDESIGNOFMULTICOUPLERS
In this section the results of this study are summarized. To review,
the objective was to determine the design procedures necessary to suppress
both multipactor breakdown in a space vacuum and gas breakdown at critical
pressure. It was found that multipactor resonance can be adequately sup-
pressed on the basis of judicious choice of a minimum f(b-a) product,
while the requirements to suppress corona breakdown are far more stringent.
Since at critical pressure, the corona threshold is only a function of
electrical field strength, the only choice the designer has is to use low
impedance and low Q circuits in order to minimize the electric field
strength for a given power handling requirement. Even these approaches
are limited and do not guarantee that the desired power handling require-
ment can be achieved.
In figure 5-I a flow chart illustrates the procedures the designer
must utilize in order to design multicouplers which are least susceptible
to multlpactor and corona breakdown. %_e application to a practical
problem is illustrated in Appendix E.
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APPnqDIX A
COHPUTATION OF _IAXI/4UM CAVITY VOLTAGE
AS A FUNCTION OF FONER AND LOADED Q
The objective of this appendix is to derive relations for coaxial
cavity electrcoasnetic field0 Lhat are not readily available in the
technical literature.
A solution to the probleB of peak cavity voltage in terms of cavity
Imrmters is posed based on an electromLsnetic field theory type solution.
The development besins vith a restatement of F_xvell's equations, namely
oz.2) v_ - _,,(E
(z-s) v.i- v._- o
and the auxiliary relations
(A-4) B - _;I
(A-S) D " (£ .
Only the condition for the doLlnant TD4 mode is considered in this solution.
With the e-priori knowledse that the only TD4 field components existin 8 in the
principal coaxial mode are the Er and H_) field components, further assume that
they are functions of the radius r. On this basis, the electromssnecic field
inside s coaxial structure nay be anuaod to consist of wsve pro_$ation of
the sene_l fore
(A-6)
and
(A-7)
" Er(r) exp (-Jkz)
i- He(r) exp (-Jks)
With thts assumption, it is readily shmm t_st (A-l) roducea to
VxE - JkEr(r) exp (-Jks) - -y_He(r) up (-lkz)(A-8)
(A-9) E r - _-J_H, " _ Hg)
(A- 10) Zr " qH@
_here q is the wve l_npeduee, 120w duto in free space. Exp(Jks) prolxqlAtion
and ezp(J_t) time varf_Jtion ie bmplicit in those equations.
A.1
Now assume that the pe&k electricsl field masnitude c,_n be taken ss the $radient
of s scalar potential field
(A-It) E - -W
for which the Laplacian
(A-12) VaV _ 0 •
Nov to compute the fore of V which will smttsfy (A-12). This is espectslly
simplified since V is assumed to be ¢) invmrlent. Solution to the Laplacisn
in cylindrical coordinates is as follob1"
(A-13)
(A-16)
(A-IS)
(A-|6)
 .cj
_r r
V - CI In , ÷ C2
at _ a &
(A-17)
st r • b
(k-18)
V " C 1 In • + C2 " 0
V - Cl In b ÷ C2 = Vo •
The arbitrary cmmfficients of the differentJAl equation can now be solved
(A-I9) Cl " V • V9
ns-" lnlbls)
b
nll o 1
C2 • _ • V0 In •(bi')U ;;J
V • Vo In(r/n) }Ln trolls
(A-20)
A.|
_mqm_.--.--m.......
NOV slnc,, E 18 the 8radlant of V,
(A.22) Er • V°
r In(b/a) exp(-Jkz)
similarly, from (A.22) and (A-SO),
Vn
(A-23) H_ • " _r In(b/a) exp(-Jkz)
raVeS.
The problem for the coaxial resonator is now formulated by 8ssumln8 the
intemal electromagnetic fLalde are composed of forvard and reverse propsgaclng
Therefore, on the bests of the rL8ht hand rule
• _ exp(-_z) + V,, exp(4.p(z)
r In(b/a) r In(b/a)
r Inlbla) r In(b/a) m
and for the maBnettc field component, H,
(k-27)
.Vn -Vn
• r In(b'/a) exp(-_z) + r In(b/a)..... exp(+Jkz)
.2 v_ [ exp(tks) + exp(- lkz)_ -2 vo c_o..s_zk____- b/a) 2 j In(b/e)
Taklns V • 2Vo • the mimum cavity votta se 8manitude, the smsnitudes of the
electric and 8danetic fields inside the _vity are taken to be
(A-28) Er - r In(b/a)
(A-29) H_ -
_r [n(b/a)
Yran these, cavity q c_t be computed, 'Fha total stored _al_ay inside the
cavity is evalmtted via cha volume lntqral
(A. 3o)
then
,U*Ue
fff [_s,°kz12(A-31) U - ( In (t)la)_ r drd_ dz
volume -
(A-32)
(V 2 ///Sln2 r kzU - _;) - drd_ dz
(1TLV2
(A-33) U - In(b/---'--a) "
The total pover dlsslpated in the cavity is approximately that disslpated
in the side walls and center conductor of the cavity, excludin8 the ends,
and may be evaluated via the surface l_tesral
(A-34) ff_ _ f./'__Pd = H@ de ÷ H_ dJ
center conductor outer vail
(A-35)
L 21
0 0
bd_ ds
(A-36)
L_ a tn(bla)] ad# ds
In.v 2 ILv 2
.... . _; ....Pd • r/200 b ln2(b/a) ln2(b/a)
(A-37)
,d - ,_o6"_J(b/,) )
The lassie 4efinition |or unloaded e,.avlty Q, qo' it; as JFollovs:
(A-M) qo "
t
!
I
where once asaln, U is the stored _nergy, and Pd is the average dissipated
power inside the cavity. Then
_o{ _ LV2
(A-39) qo = In(b/a)
_b(/6 In2(bla)
1rI,V2 (I + b/a)
m
a2(O6b_In(b/a) W/_ OOb In (b/a)
(I + b/a) (I + b/a)
but
T---
|
therefore,
(A-41) qo = 2_fpO_' b In(b/s)(I + b/a)
it + b/a)
2b In(b/a)
(A-42) .Oo " -_/a) "
This agrees exactly vlth equation (7.2L) in Ginzton Ill.
The problem of loaded q gs attacked by notin8 the exte_l q is related to
output power via
_0U
(A-43) qexc " P"_" !
ve also note the relation
t I t
qL qaat qo
fr_mt,hich
A-$
Incorporating equation (A-33)
(A-46) QL = Po In(b/a) I
For a o_uarter wavelength cavity, equation (A-46) can be solved with the
fol lovln_ result
(A-47)
V = _2P° i92 I QL.QLi_i(b/a)
For a small loaded to unloaded Q ratio, the term QL/Qo in tl,e denc.=inator
can be i_nored.
Since the characteristic impedance for a coaxla_ llne is given by the relation
(A._8) Zo = n6_rln(bla)
then equation (A-47) may also be expressed via
Po QL 'Z
(A-49) V o
• , (1._o)
from which is shotm that peak cavity voltage is proporttonal to both Q and Zo.
The rosults of this derivation are plotted in fillures 3-9, 3-10, and
3-11, of the m_ln text o5 this report.
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTATION OF MAXIMUM CAVITY VOLTAGES
AS A FUNCTION OF POWER LEVEL AND LOADED Q,
NON-TIll HODES
The objective of this appendix is to investigate higher order modes
which may exist in coaxial resonators, and subsequently, derive electro-
magnetic field relations in terms of power level and Q. This msthemattcal
development is not currently available in the technical literatuze.
HATH _4ATICAL DEVELOI_ENT
The desired solution is obtained via rigorous solutions of the field
equations. Startin@ with Maxwell,
(B-I) V._ = V._- 0 ,
(B-2)
and
(B-3)
then
(B-4)
V x E=-JW_H ,
V x V x E " -JOO_V x H-- -ju--O_ (JbJ(E)
-- _(_ = k2 _ •
By vector relation:
(s-5) V x V x E = V(V.E)
we get
(s-6) v2_=-k 2_
similarly
(B-7) V 2 H = -k 2 H •
Now for non.TFM modea in coaxial line,
V 2 may be broken up into two parts,
(B-8) V 2 2 + 2
= Vt b'_ "
B-I
V2E ,
it is recosntzad _.hat the three-dimensional
-_Z in the Z-directionBy assuming propagation as •
(B-9)
I4ence, for electric field components
(B-10) v2E = V 2 E ÷ ,)2_ = .k2
t
from which
(B-ll) V2_ _- .(2 ÷ k2)R ; _k2
t c
stmilarly,
(B-12) V 2 H = -(T 2 + k 2) H-- "k2
t c
from which
C
(B-14 -k2-k2"k2 ,
CC
(B-15) 7 : k2c_ •
Above cutoff, y must be an imaginary number.
The coaxial line problem can now be addressed by noting that the L_ao-dimensional
V 2 may be written in tems of cylindrical coordinates.
t
For TN waves Hz - 0 and
2 2 E
(B-16) Vt EZ " ___ __Z
_r2
+ I_.aEz + X. _2EZ = -k2 Ez
r _ _ _2
For TE waves Ez = 0 and
(B-17)
_ Hz m _2Hz + I _Hz + I C)HZ = -k 2 Hz
_-_ r _r _ _ c
In order to obtain two ordlnary differential =quattons, solve for the trans-
verse field components by ah_In8 a product solution and separate variables.
B-2
Assume a product solution of the following forms:
tot TM modes H -- 0 and
Z
(B-18) EZ = R'F_ ,
tor rE modes E 0 and
Z
(B-19) It Z = R'F_ )
where R is _ function of r only, and F@ a function of @ only.
On this basis (B-16) or (B-17) becomes
¢I
(B-20) R" FD + R' F_ + F@ R = -k2 RF@
r r7 c
2 R" + , k2 2 " 2
(B-21) r , r R + r = -F_ = y
...... C
R R F0
From (B-21) the ' o separated .differential equations to be solved are
(1_-22) F@ = -72 F_
(B-23) R" + [ R' + (k2 .y2) R = O
r c
By basic calculus, the solutions to (B-22) and (B-23) tal,e the following fenns,
respectively
(B-24)
F@ -_ % cos y ¢ + B sin y¢
(B-25) R = C J (k r) + D N (k r)
Y ': 7 c
where &) B. C and D are arbitr,_>" constants.
Now establish that all other field components are obtainable in terms of
the z-dlrected c_ponents by the following relations:
B-3
(B-27) E¢= t_
k 2
c _¢ b rJ
(B-28) H =
r
k2c r -_-_ _-R-J
(B-29)
= L Y; ;H_
TM and TE waves are now treated separately.
TM WAVES IN COAXIAL LINES
It is desired to derive expressions and cutoff relations for the 'INyp
modes in (B-24) and B-25), where p pertains to the p th root of the Bessel
and Neumann functions,
For _ waves, boundary conditions require EZ be zero at r = a and b,
respectively. Hence
(B-30) Ay J7 (kcal + By ;:T (kca) = 0 ,
(B-31) Ay Jy (kcb) + By Ny (kc b) = 0 ,
and the cutoff condition
(B-32) , (kea) N_]¢(kcb)
,Iy (kca) Jy (kcb)
Solution to this transcendental equation can be done graphically. Specifically,
for b/a = 3.5 (case of highest Q), Ramo-Whinnery-Van Duzer [3] give the
following so!ations for the first p=l roots.
(B-33) TMO1 Xc _ 2.2 (b-a) ,
(B-34) TMI1 Xc _ 1.76 (b-a) ,
(B.35) "IN21 )h: _ 1.60 (b-a)
etc.
B-4
TE WAVES IN COAXIAL LINES
In this subsection it is desired to investigate cutoff relations for the
FE p modes.
Since the boandary conditions for TE modes require the derivative of
HZ be zero at the surfaces, then by differentiating (B-30) and (B-31),
the cutoff conOition is obtained.
(B-35)
_ (kca) = N___ (kcb)
" fkrb)
Jy (kca) d_ -
For the p=l roots, the cutoff wavelength for all other TETI roots are
(B-37) Xc _ 2_7 .b+a.
--_, t--_--) ; Y=!,2,3...
l_us the lowest order TE modes are
(B-3q) [Ell kc = 2n \ 2 ] : 17 "b+a) '
{b-÷4
(B-39) TE21 X c = 17 k 2 / = _
(8-40) TF31 Xc ,._ 217 = _ (b+a)
"_ _
etc.
Now, investigate mode cutoffs for typical b/a ratios. Specifically,
for the b/a ratio corresponding to highest Q (3.5), for the TMoI mode
from (B- 33)
(B-41) _c = 2,2(b-a) = 2.2 (3.Sa-a) = 5.5a
from (B-38) for the TEll mode
(B-42) Xc = 17(b+a) = _(3.5a+a) = 4.5_a = 14.2a
It can be concluded from (B-41) and (B-42) that the TE mode will be the fir_
II
higher order mode to occur and this mode will be treated in the balance of
this analysis.
B-5
._t>!l'} I()N )'t_R ii; I],ECIF, O,_IAt;NEI'IC FIELD COblPONENI'S
II
lo'a _",.2)',) throu_:b {I_-29) for EZ = 0
"" 9 ----- )
r k.r _.)
C
' E0
k2 -'O-e
C
I",-45 ) Hr= Y
k 2
e
_H Z
_r
i,'-,,-_ H a = -y
k2r
C
:i_, iniF, n_al cavity fields are taken as the sum of forwa:'d and revers(, going
_,'( _. k" ( ) S •
7
i
t
+
4[_ ,I;') H Z = H Z + IIZ
If., = 2 Cos yZ Cos
i$o_i;idarv conditions required
_.C,l I (kcr) + ,)Nl (kc r) j •
( B -4 _)
J f
CJ I (kca) + DN l (kca) = ()
(F,-5,) C -N I (k a)= ¢
.I l (k a)C
tlence
t }!,- 7)l
let tl
o
--- C x 2
)t Z 2 Cos TZ Cos ,_ LI1c (k c " CN
(kca
(k r) j
1 c
B 6
(B-52) tI Z = Ito C_s yZ ,'os$ -'Jl
from (B-43)
(kcr) _ I kca)
(B-53) E - _ tt Sin "Yv ._ii,_ .,I 1 <k t _ - 1 'r _-- 0 ,. ¢" N k r'
kc r z _j i
from (B-44)
(B-54)
fr_n ([_-45)
I"1E_ = Ja"bt :t gin )/g _os ¢ ,3( (k r) .- ,1 (ktav k o c ' 1 • ""c _ N l Ikc r1 (kca
(B-55) H =" "-Y tt 'dos YZ (los $ i I 1 (k r) - tk r_
r k o c ,r
and fr,_n (B-46)
CCblPUI'ATION OF ARBITRARY CONSrANTS
Since by definition of loaded cavity t_
_U
+B-57) Q = _Oo
//P
(B-58) U = -<-o.__= stored enet ":I,,
Now recognizin_ the fact that the total ,_tored energy/cycle ir, thtr
electric ,and magnetic fields mj.st be the same, then
(B-59) U = (E 2 dv
d
volume
B-7
{B-6{_) U = L b 2_r (kcr)_[j i {kca)] N
f f f {/+,+ _
0 ao - kN1
• rd @i rdz
(k r) j
1 c
L b2_
c_C_eI 2
+ k 2 }t°
C
2
Sin
2
_" cos:} LJ1 {k c " ---)iN 1' {k r)
?1 (kca
(g-61) U _--
b
_ [4|Jl {k r) o4 C C
b 2
+ {2_Ho iTL (kc NI cr) - (kca '/ (k r) j dr
c o INI
Recognizing that the second integral contributes most of the energy, let
2k 2 8k 2 4k 2
C
e c
c = 72
4k2 4 C k 2
C C
/
"J1 {k a) "Jl (k b)B -- C = C
/
/ a) N I (k b)N 1 {kc c
then
{B-62)
b 2
" r} + BN_ {kcr}] dru _ ^ J'r LJl {kc
a
B-8
(B-63)
b
2
c c
a
b
2
= A j r [JQ (k r) -_I_ Jl (k r)]C k r c
a c
dr
(B-64)
b
2
+ AB2 i' r LNo (k)) _L NI (k r)j dr
c k r c
a c
b b
U < A f r j2 (k r) dr + AB 2 S
- o c r N 2 (k r) dr
o c
a a
Now sluice
and
2
j'r R2 (k r)dr = r [Ry2 c 1 c y+l cr c 2 (k r) R_. (k r) R (k r)]
J-I (k r ) = "Jl (k r)c c
(B-63)
- b) + (k b)] - a__ L (k _) + 2 (k a)]< A 2- [ (kc c 2 c Jt c
ilb2 2 (kcb a _ 2+ AB 2 _-- (kcb) + N I -_ N2o (kca) +N1 (kca)
Taking the identity, and equation (B-58)
(B-66)
-"_--"Be K 2 b2j2o
c
b>• B2 2 .a2j2 }(kc Jr (kcb) o (kca) -a (kca)
+ o
k2 o c c o c
c
B-9
= tb2 i20 Ill _ a 2 9 , -_I _, (kca) + • Ikcb) j L.i-o(kca) +Jl- (kca)
I
"[J( {kcatt ,2 LI_2 <k b_ +'; 2
g-<:,j o _., (k b).]C
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APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF MINIMUH fd PRODUCT TO PREVENT MUL'flPACTING
FOR TL-M MODE COAXIAL CAVITIES
In this appendix the results of Appendix A are used together with the lower
boundon multipacting voltage (equation 3-i) derived within the te_t, to
computeminimumfd product to insure no multipacting for a given power level
and cavity loaded Q.
For a given peak cavity voltage, the minimumfd product below which
multipaction is supported is
(c-l) fd = 0.894 V I'176
The derived expression for peak cavity voltage in terms of cavity parameters
is given via
(C-2)
V = 12--_!gPin_2(b/a) 1 1/2
Hence,
(C-3)
The following Fortran computer program was written and executed to compute
numerical values:
C-l
// FOR
eLIST SOURCE PROGRAM
eXOCS(CARD_1132 PRINTER_DISK}
25 READi2tSO)X
50 FOR_AT(IOX_FIOe3)
IF(x-o) 500,500,60
60 CONTINUE
C PROGRAM TO COMPUTE MAXIMUM CAVITY VOLTAGE
C AS FUNCTION OF LOADED O AND POWER
PI=3,_4159265
ETA=I20,tPl
DO 200 I-l,lO
QLm300,eX
WRITE (3o250)
25C FORMAT(1Hlo5OHCOMPUTATION OF COAXIAL CAVITY VOLTAGE VERSUS POWER/}
WRITE(3,3OO)XoQL
300 FORMAT(IHI,IOHB/A RATIO=,F$,2olOXt_bHLOADED CAV|TY q'=oF_O=O//)
WRITE(3,301)
301 FORMAT(IH ,LOXoI4HPOWER IN WATTS,IOX,19HPEAK CAVITY VOLTAGEt
IIOX,ZOHMINIMUM FD IN MHZ-CM//)
O0 350 J=l,lO0
P'Oe_*J
Aw2,_QL*P_ETA_ALOG(X)
V=SQRT(A/C)
FO'Oe894e(V_t_e176|
WRITE(3o4OO)PoVgFD
WOO FORMAT(IwXtF6,2_I8X,FI2o2oIBXoFIOo2)
350 CONTINUE
ZOO CONTINUE
GO TO 25
500 CONTINUE
STOP
END
FEATURES SUPPORTED
IOCS
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMON 0 VARIABLES 24 PROGRAM 290
END OF COMPILATXON
// XEQ
The numerical results of the program execution are plotted in figures 3-2
through 3-4 in the main text of this report.
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l_e purpose of this appendix is to investigate the stability of coaxial
cavities as related to multipactor or gas breakdowns. In the approach taken,
the mechanical thermal expansion of the center conductor element is computed
for two different types of breakdowns in order to verify whether or not the
mechanical geometric&: changes due to heating are significant; that is,
breakdown between center conductor and top wall, and breakdown between center
conductor and sidewalls.
Case I. Breakdown between top of the coaxial center conductor and the top of
the coaxial cavity, as illustrated in figure D-I.
For this case assume the entire heat load is conducted into the top
of the center conductor element. From thermodynamic relations, the applicable
differential equation is
(D-I) dT _R = ____q__
dx kA k(_a 2 )
whet, k is the coefficient of therm_.l co_iductivity, q is the heat input in
B'FUfhr, and (_a 2) is the center conductor cross sectional area in ft 2. By
integrating (ILl),
(D-2) T = ---q-_-- + C
k (_a 2 ) I
from boundary conditions; at x=O, T=Ta, therefore C 1 = Ta and
([)-3) T -
k (_'a 2 ) 4 TA
Now, the differential thermal expansion of a linear element is related
to temperature change and the coefficient of linear expansion, a , via
(D-4) AL = L = AT
D-I
.__ a _
x = (L*-d)
_; = L
x = 0
Figure I)-l. Breakdt,wn betweer center conductor and
top ,tall of coaxial cavity.
D-2
Iwhere _I' is in OF, L and AL are in units of feet. From this relation and
(D-3) a worst case expansion can be evaluated on the basis of
(D-5) A L = L a(T_T A) =
_q L2
2
k(Tra )
{his length change can be related to a change in the resonant frequency of the
cavity by assuming the center conductor to be a quarter wavelength at the
resonant wave leng th. ,"hen
2
(D-6) L + _ L _
K (/Ta2 ) 4
(D-7) __ X2ko+ _q
o = k
4
2 4
16 k(77a )
from w|.ich the result is
(I)-8) ko f 1
k ro
It is now an ac&demic interest to specifically evaluate (D-8) for ccrtain special
conditions. Assume the cavity material to be aluminum, the following
constants are obtained from the material handbooks:
-6(ft/ft/°F) = 0.000013 = 13xlO
k (BTU/hr-ft-°F) = 140 .
Equation (D-H) is then expressed
1
(D-9) f
f-o = [l + 2.32x10 "8 q__o]L _a 2
At this point in the development, it is conv,:nient to characterize a breakdown
in terms of breakdown power density P (watts/cm2). Since the heat input, q,
is related to watts via
(D-IO) q(BTU/_r) = 3.413 q(watts) ,
D-3
then) in terms of the power density P)
(D-ll)
2
q(BTU/hr) = 3.413 q<watts) = 3.413PA = 3.413P (_a) .
From (O=lO) and (D-If),
(D-12) f
-6
fo + 2.42xlO
Considering a VHF cavity (250 MHz), a wavelength is approximately 122 centi-
meters in which case
(D- 13) f_ =
f
0
-4
1 + 3. lOxlO P
This result is plotted in figure D-2.
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_'ase 2. l_reakdown !,_,tween cen!,_r conductor and the sidewalls.
From the r:t:'_pacting and gas breakdown equations, it is noted that for
a fixed fd i_roduc_, multipactin_ breakdown can occur over a range of voltage.
_ince the volt a_;e distribution along the center conductor varies in approximately
a sinusoidal fashion, there will be a range of center conductor area over which
breakdo_m will occur, as illustrated in Ligure D-3. To simplify the analysis,
once again asst;me that the breakdown can be characterized by a breakdcwn
/ cm 2oower densit\" P watts ) over the breakdown region of the center conductor,
resultant heating of the c,:,nter conductor with thermal expansion and a corres-
ponding shift in frequency.
l his condition is more difficult than case 1, and it is necessary to
treat ',he problem in terms of two independent solutions: solution in the break-
doun re_ion I re_ion l) wherc_ uniform heating over the center conductor exists,
and a solu,'ion in region 2, where the breakdown heating power is condt 7ted
,'1 _la v.
From thermodynamic relations, the appli_ _ble differential equation in
.,-e_ion 1 is _iven by
(D-14)
2
dx2 kA kga2
wh_,r,, t) = q/(l,-D), q is total heat input in Bl'U/hr, as before. In reRion 2,
lh_ ap?licahle differential rquation is (D-I), as before, and also the solution
is ;,iven via _l_- t)
[ = ....___x__ + i.A2
k(na )
lnte_ratin_ _l)-[4) on¢e with respect to x, obtain
(D- i 5 ) dl qx
- + C 2dx 2
k Tta (L-D)
l_ 6
l- iL'd)
I
L
t-
o
f
c_j
0
J
J
I ......_-)
I
X = I.
Firure ') - _. !;: (' _"(!_'":
w,al':, "f '
,en center conductor and side
i11 cavity.
1)-7
"IRe differential equation applicable in region 2, (D-l),may be
substituted here to evaluate the arbitrary constant. At x = D
(D-16) dT ___fi.... qD
dx k (_,a2) k_a 2 (L-D) + C2
from which
(D-17) C2 :---q-- [I _ ]
k_a 2 (L-D)
Now, integrating (D-15) a second time with respect to x, hence the relation
(n-18) T g X2-. _ + -.---q-- D
k_a 2 (L-D) 2 k?la2 [I (L.D)] X + C 3
Evaluating the arbitrary constant C 3 by matching (D-18) with the solution
in region 2 at x = D given by (D-3), the final result is
(D-lg) T = _Dgp_-
2
k (rra)
* TA : ___qD2
2krta2 (L -D)
+--q_ [i - D2 (L'-'_5) ] + C3
k_'a
+ C 3klra2 ktfa2(L -D)
from which
2
-,, qD
(D-20) C 3 = TA + 2k?ra2(L-D)
and in conclusion, the temperature distribution within region I is given by
(D-2 1) T =
qX2 + --q---- [I D + _____qD 2
2k_a2(L-D) k_a 2 "(i------D) _ X + [TA 2
2kya (L-D)
,
D.8
A detailed analysis of this problem from this point on is difficult; however,
a worst case analysis is arrived at by assuming a breakdownencompassing
the entire center conductor (D = 0), for which
(D-22) T = _ + qX
2k_a2i k_a2 + TA •
Onceagain, the linear expansion of the center conductor due to heating
is related to the roefficient of linear expansion via equation 0)-4).
Now proceed to rumerically evaluate the thermal expansion of the center conductor
due to heating, which is an indirect of the gaseous or multipacting type break-
down, A worst case estimate of expansion is found via
(D-23) AT = T-T A = ____ . _qL .-= qL . _qL
2k_Ta2L k_Ta2 2k_a 2 k_a 2
3
A T = _ . kFa2
(D-24) AL = L _ AT-
As before, center conductor length change can be related to the frequency by
assuming the center conductor to be a quarter of a wavelength as the resonant
frequency.
(D-25) L + 1.5_ L_ )%
k_Ta2 4
(D-26)
from which
• c, k2k° + I 5 q o = _k
4
4 2
16 k_?a
(D-27) k
o= f
X fo
[l ÷ 0"375 a q_'o ]2
kffa
D-9
t slnc th. h,mdbook values of ,_ and k for aluminum as in case 1, (D-27)
t!'_.n is _,xpressed
t 1
-8
(J-28) fo 1 * 3.48x10 q X 0
'2
rfa
If _ and "a" are expressed in centimeters and "q" in watts
0
(D-29) f = -_) -
L1 + 3 62x10 q)V°fo 3
2
_a
Once a_ain, it is convenient to characterize a breakdown in terms of breakdown
/cm 2 )power drnsiLy P{wa_ts . gut for this case, _he area exposed to the breakdown
is the side walls of the center conductor; hence,
(D-30) A = 2_aL
(D-3I) f_ = I1 + 7.24XI0 -6 P)_ L
fo o
But. assuming L is appro×imately a quarter wavelength
(D-32)
I
f
?o = [: + l. l 10 eX2 ]
0
el
(D-33) 1f 6
fo [1 + 1.FlxlO P)_ o]
(a/J.)
O
l)_is shows that this breakdown condition is in a sense similar to the breakdown
equation for case I giver_ by (D-12); however, it .s worsened by the inverse of
_a/)_ ). It appears that making "a" large as possible minimizes the thermal
0
effects of breakdown for this breakdown mode.
P,-lO
t i
Specifically, to co,npare results of this breakdo_n mode, wi!l_ Tl_l_ o[
case i, consider a VHF cavity (250 HIlzl A wavelength is a_'proximat_Iv
12" centimeters in which case
(D-3/, )
1
f
-4
--= [fo I + 2.22xi0
(a/X)
0
iPj
"File results of the computation of frequency shift due to thermal i-oatina
for this case (case 2) are also plotted in figure D-2.
D-II
APPL_ I)I X E
EXAMPLE DESIGN OF MULTICOUPLER CAVITY
WITH MINIMUM SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO CORONA MULTIPACTOR BREAKDOWN
As an examp:e, a multicoupler shall be designed using the information in
_qection 5.0 and figure 5-I.
Since the information in figure 5-I is straightforward, in this example
figure 5-i shall be changed to covet the general case. Thie Js shown in figure
E-I.
lhe following is an example of the use of Figure E-l.
_tep A
Specify cavity power, QL' and frequency : for example,
Power = 3 watts
QL = I(_(.)
frequency = 250 MHz .
%tep B
Find a value of "a"
+,]3 (I00) (76.7)- 5_ Aa'- 3035
a -- 3.9B centimeters.
Step C
Is this value of "a" below TEll cutoff and ecnaistent with
maximum allowable physical size ?
Step F
a
te cutoff .= k
II 4.5_
...... = 8.5 centimeters.
"a" is below TEll cutoff, but assume the value of "a" c_nputed
in step B is not consistent with the maximum allowable physical
size. Fhen proceed to step F.
Pick a highest practical value of "a" that is below JEll cutoff and
consistent wi'h .mxlmum allowable physical size. Assume mechanical
constraints limit "a" to a value of 2 centimeters.
E-I
YES
i
l
- c_ _,_
V_P6.7 Qe" 12)
D. b --lI'B94Y |.lTt (3)
| *m
I
[. COHIPUT| b/s
B,
i SPECIV¥ CAVITY L_b'EIA. Q ._b FflI_UI_CY
i
FIND A VALUE Or "a"
FKOH
s " 3035
m,
I
IS THIS VALUE OF "a"
I_£1.UW TE_ x CUTOFF AMD
CONS|S'I I_r WITH HAXIHUH
ALLUWAELE _YSIC.AL SIZE
@.° 1
PICK A HIGHEST PRAL'TICAL
VALUE OF "s" I_)tAT 1S
F. BELOW Till cITr(_4elt AMD
CONSTANT MITH MAXIHUH
ALLUt/aUSL£ PHYSICAL $[_
G,
CASCAO[O
I
D[TEIOILNE N /OID q OF k
SII_L[ SECTION ItllOH
QL " _ (_)
In 2
1 - _ (i)
1
_lMl_t_ b TO |
1
[STIHATE
IHiLrV [MT HULT| IPACT| IlG |
1, rlOM J
b- .a_ v_ I.,7,.,131
L
I
o_cx_b_mga TO " ]
lUTILIZE _ SCAI)ECAVI I_ QI_ A S[_I.|
CAVITY
SIWGLI
NOTE: The frequency Is
in Hltz. and all
distancesare in cm.
1[i ILTI'IIIATI HllllqLIt k 1"Oral_Vg_lT )IUL'I'IIkCT lION
I
1
i L, CO)IIPUTE his
Fisure E-I Flow chart Illustrating design
procedures to elimLnate cc.-_=
and multii_ctor breakdown in
suit/couplers.
Step G
Decide whether to utilize cascade cavities or a single cavity.
T_ decide this, try to use only a single cavity and see
what it looks llke.
Step K
Step L
Estimate minimum b to prevent multipaction
3035(2)
V 1 = _ + 51 = I01 volts
+2 = 2.8193 centimeters
Compute b/a
2.819
bla = = i .4
2
Since larger values of b can be used, giving larger b/a ratios, it
may be desirable to use a b/a ratio of 3.65 (see figure 3-5) which
will result in highest Q. Then
b = (3.65)a = 7.30 centimeter.
Note that the Q of this cavity is now (equation (5) in figure E-I):
(IO1)2 .0131 = 44.7
_= 3
By using cascaded cavities, the Q can be increased. Therefore,
retum_ing to Step G, the cascaded procedure will now be illustrated.
Step H
Determine N and Q of ,_ single section
V = IO1 volts
2
(I01) LOI31)
Q1 3
= ,_4.7
N
In 2
1n[(44,7 )2
(100) 2
+I ] --3.7
4
E-3
Step i
File required number of cavities is f,,und to be &. If a lower
value of L!I can be tol(tated, fewer _avities can be used.
Determine miniman* b to l_revent multipa( tinF,.
b ----
._94 ( I01 )
25: *
I .17,,
+ • " ,'.S193 centimeters
a.
Step I
Compute b/a
b/a = 2,819 - 1.4
2
If desired t ) increase ',he .'ta ratio to _.65 foc ogtlmum Q,
then b is incre,:_ed 'o
b = 3.65 a = 7.3 centimeters
£.4
